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Electrical resistivity, heat capacity, and dc magnetization measurements were performed on the
AlB2-type intermetallics NdCuGe and LaCuGe over the temperature range of 2–300 K. NdCuGe
exhibits magnetization attributable to Nd3+ moments, with an antiferromagnetic !AF" transition at
3.1 K. Magnetization, heat capacity, and resistivity measurements were used to determine the
crystalline electric field !CEF" splitting of the Nd3+ magnetic sublevels. The ground state is a
doublet composed of !5 /2 levels and the AF state is built from this magnetic doublet, with a
reduction in the average sublattice magnetization attributable to site disorder among Cu–Ge sites.
Low-temperature electrical transport is dominated by spin-disorder scattering among CEF-split
levels and a small T2 spin fluctuation term. The latter is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than
previously observed in isostructural CeCuGe, for which the anomalous observed thermopower
exponent was attributed to extended spin fluctuations above the magnetic transition. By contrast,
simple-metallic behavior provides a good fit to the NdCuGe thermopower, thus, the CeCuGe results
can be attributed to resonant scattering due to partial hybridization of the localized orbitals. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2904856$
I. INTRODUCTION
As is well known, rare-earth based compounds exhibit a
variety of magnetic behavior depending on the ratio of ex-
change interactions to crystal field interactions. Of these
compounds, ternary equiatomic lanthanide silicides and ger-
manides with the general formula RTSi and RTGe !R=rare
earth; T=transition metal", which crystallize in several dif-
ferent structure types, have been extensively studied.1–3 In
such materials, the competition between exchange interac-
tions and crystal field splitting can give rise to complex mag-
netic structures and to unusual magnetization processes. For
the 111 systems referred to above, having hexagonal crystal
structures, the hybridizations between f electrons and d elec-
trons are relatively weak due to a large separation between
R3+-R3+ atoms in the lattice. The Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–
Yosida–type interaction is generally the dominant mecha-
nism for magnetic ordering. In spite of numerous experimen-
tal studies of these compounds, there are limited reports for
the RCuGe system. We have recently carried out magnetiza-
tion, resistivity, and thermal transport measurements on
CeCuGe, crystallizing in the hexagonal AlB2-type structure.4
This compound is found to be quite magnetically soft, with a
very small magnetocrystalline anisotropy, contrary to what
was reported in a previous investigation.5 In this study, we
present magnetic, thermal, and transport properties of
NdCuGe, shown to have an antiferromagnetic !AF" transi-
tion at 3.4 K by neutron scattering measurements.6 Although
the crystallographic structures of these compounds are iden-
tical, their electronic and thermal transport properties are
quite different in some respects. For example, while CeCuGe
exhibits a ferromagnetic transition at TC=10 K, strongly in-
fluenced by spin fluctuations,4 NdCuGe has its AF transition
at 3.4 K associated with the alignment of crystal-field-split
levels of the magnetic Nd ion, and transport properties much
closer to those of a classic metallic system.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Samples of NdCuGe and LaCuGe were prepared for this
study by arc melting the elemental constituents under argon
atmosphere, using starting materials of 99.9% purity. Ingots
were remelted several times. To ensure a homogeneous final
material, samples were annealed at 800 °C for two months.
The structure was analyzed by x-ray diffraction using Cu K"
radiation. Both samples were found to be single phase with
the AlB2 structure !space group designation P6 /mmm, No.
191", with mixed occupation of Cu and Ge on B sites in the
AlB2 lattice, as reported elsewhere.6,7 Lattice constants from
the x-ray fit for NdCuGe were found to be a=0.4277 nm and
c=0.3881 nm, in good agreement with what has been re-
ported in the literature.
A superconducting quantum interference device
!SQUID" magnetometer was used to measure the dc magne-
tization in the temperature range of 5–300 K. The magnetic
field was applied along the long axis of the sample in order
to minimize the demagnetizing field. The temperature depen-
dence of the heat capacity !C" was measured using an adia-
batic method down to 2 K, using a Quantum Design PPMS
system.
Resistivity was measured with a standard dc four-probe
setup over a 4–300 K temperature range. A calibrated Gea"Electronic mail: jhross@tamu.edu.
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thermometer !GR-200A-2500" was used to measure the tem-
perature below 80 K. For higher temperatures, a calibrated
Pt thermometer was used. Electrical contacts were made us-
ing silver paint and 25 #m gold wire.
The NdCuGe ingot was cut to a rectangular parallelepi-
ped with an approximate size of 1.5$1.5$5.0 mm3 for the
thermoelectric power !S" measurements. All experiments
were performed while warming, at a rate less than 20 K /h.
The reproducibility of the measurements was better than 2%.
More details about the technique and measurements were
given in Ref. 8.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Heat capacity measurements
Figure 1 shows heat capacity results for both NdCuGe
and LaCuGe for temperatures of up to 250 K. At high tem-
peratures, both curves approach the classical value 3R$N
due to vibrational modes of the N=3 atoms / f.u., as seen in
the figure. For the isomorphous nonmagnetic compound
LaCuGe, the curve monotonically varies, with no anomaly
observed down to 1.8 K. Below 10 K, the LaCuGe heat ca-
pacity could be fitted to the equation C=%T+&T3, with elec-
tronic coefficient %=2.22 mJ /mole K2 and & corresponding
to a Debye temperature !'D" equal to 231 K in the low-T
limit. After subtracting the electronic contribution %T, we
also fit the full temperature dependence to a Debye model
according to established procedure.9 In this fit, the effective
'D rises to a low-temperature peak of 280 K near T=10 K,
followed by a minimum of 'D=240 K near 30 K, and a
broad maximum of 'D%260 K near 100 K. The steplike
feature centered about approximately 3.1 K for NdCuGe !in-
set" corresponds to the AF transition previously identified,6
while the difference between the NdCuGe and LaCuGe
curves at higher temperatures can be attributed to the effect
of crystalline electric field !CEF" splitting of the Nd mag-
netic levels.
We isolated the magnetic contribution to the heat capac-
ity !(Cmag" by subtracting an interpolated LaCuGe curve
from that of NdCuGe. In doing so, temperatures for LaCuGe
were scaled proportional to &MLaCuGe /MNdCuGe, where the
terms in the ratio are molar masses. !A method utilizing par-
tial Debye temperatures10 gives nearly identical results, as
does simply using data uncorrected for the masses." The re-
sulting (Cmag is shown in Fig. 2; above the low-temperature
magnetic transition region, a Schottky-like anomaly is seen
due to the freezing out of CEF-split magnetic levels. From
!(Cmag", we obtained the magnetic entropy using the relation
Smag='!(Cmag /T"dT, with the result shown in the inset of
Fig. 2. !There is a deficit in computed Smag due to the 1.8 K
measurement limit; a power-law extrapolation of the lowest
few (C values below 1.8 K indicates this deficit to be ap-
proximately 0.1R. This small additive term has not been in-
cluded in the plot of Fig. 2." Smag reaches a plateau at high
temperatures, very close to the total magnetic entropy S /R
=ln!2J+1"=2.30 for J=9 /2, as shown by the horizontal ar-
row in the inset figure. This result is consistent with the
expected J=9 /2 state for trivalent Nd and it provides addi-
tional confidence in the subtraction of the lattice and elec-
tronic parts of C. As can be seen from the inset, Smag has its
largest drop over the temperature range corresponding to the
Schottky-like peak in (Cmag due to CEF splitting, while a
further drop is observed near TN.
Nd levels within the point-group symmetry of NdCuGe,
including atomic disorder on the Ge and Cu sites, may be
split into five separate Kramers doublets,11 so we derived a
theoretical expression for the corresponding heat capacity,
allowing the energies of the five doublets to vary arbitrarily
in a least-square fit to (Cmag!T" above 17 K. This relation-
ship provided an excellent fit to the data, as shown in the
solid curve in the main plot of Fig. 2. The fitting result, with
levels schematically shown in Fig. 2, corresponds to a dou-
bly degenerate ground state with quadruplets at energies of
65 and 146 K relative to the ground state. Thus, despite the
Ge and Cu site disorder, the fitted level multiplicity is the
same as for the sixfold axial symmetry of the hexagonal
virtual lattice, for which two quadruplets and one doublet
would be expected.
The drop in entropy near TN is close to that expected for
a two-level ground state, although the theoretical value
(S /R=ln!2"=0.69 is not reached until a temperature of
9.1 K, corresponding to the extent of the visible tail in Fig. 2.
Similarly, the jump in (Cmag at TN is much smaller than the
value 1.5R expected for a two-level ground state.12 Although
FIG. 1. Heat capacity for NdCuGe and for nonmagnetic LaCuGe. Inset:
low-temperature portion of NdCuGe data showing sharp feature at TN.
FIG. 2. !Color online" Magnetic contribution to the heat capacity of Nd-
CuGe at zero field, normalized to the ideal gas constant. Solid curve shows
Schottky-anomaly fit for crystal-field-split levels as described in the text.
Splitting of these levels is schematically shown below the data. Inset: mag-
netic entropy extracted from the heat capacity.
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fluctuations will normally reduce this value, the present re-
sult is considerably smaller than observed, for example, in
Nd2Ni2Pb !Ref. 13" or a series of commensurate-AF Gd
compounds.10 The enhanced fluctuations may be due to the
atomic-site disorder on the AlB2 lattice in the present case.
B. Magnetic measurements
Measurements of magnetization !M" versus temperature
show the expected peak above 3 K corresponding to the AF
transition. In Fig. 3, the data are plotted as !1 /M" to show
the Curie–Weiss behavior. In light of the CEF splittings ob-
tained from the heat capacity, paramagnetic behavior for J
=9 /2 local moments should be observed well above the tem-
perature corresponding to the largest splitting energy
!146 K". Such a fit above 240 K yields a negative Curie
temperature )N=−12 K and an effective moment peff=3.62.
The latter is identical to the free-ion moment for Nd, show-
ing that the magnetic moment resides in Nd local moments.
Note that by extending the fitting range down to 80 K, we
obtained a somewhat reduced value, )N=−7.5 K, identical to
the previous result,6 however, it is now clear that CEF split-
ting of Nd levels comes into play for this temperature range.
Below 10 K, 1 /M drops off due to the nearness of the
magnetic transition. However, for a narrow range of
14–25 K, Curie–Weiss behavior is also observed, with a
least-square fit yielding peff=3.16, with a small positive para-
magnetic Curie temperature. The small positive Curie tem-
perature associated with an AF transition is similar to the
result6 for PrCuGe and could result from competing interac-
tions in different crystallographic directions. The fitted curve
is shown by a second straight line in the figure. For a ground-
state CEF doublet composed of levels !mJ, peff will be
2gmJ&3 /4. Taking g=8 /11, which is the Landé g factor for
J=9 /2 Nd, the observed peff=3.16 yields mJ=2.51, indicat-
ing that the ground-state doublet is likely composed of pure
!5 /2 levels, with mJ(2.5. With this as a basis, we found
very satisfactory agreement above the magnetic transition,
using CEF values from the heat capacity with no additional
parameters, by assuming that the ground-state doublet is
composed of !5 /2 levels and that the 65 K levels are !3 /2
and !7 /2 and the 146 K levels are !1 /2 and !9 /2. The
magnetization resulting from this model is shown by the
solid curve in Fig. 3, which nearly coincides with the the
straight line fits except in the cross-over region, as indicated
in the inset. Note that for the CEF-based curve, no magnetic
interactions !hence, no )N" were included.
Additional information is provided by M versus H
curves, shown in Figs. 4 and 5. At 15 K !Fig. 4", a Brillouin
function corresponding to a doublet of !5 /2 levels !solid
curve" quite closely follows the data. For this temperature
and range of fields, occupation of the CEF-split levels is
negligible so that the magnetic state at low temperatures can
be accurately regarded as being built from the !5 /2 ground-
state levels only. At 2 K, saturation is incomplete in a field of
7 T !Fig. 5", however, a fitted extrapolation function of the
form14 M =A /H+B /H2 yielded a saturation moment of
1.88#B. This is nearly identical to the value gmJ= !8 /11"
$!5 /2"=1.82 expected for a magnetic state composed of
!5 /2 levels. This saturation moment is somewhat larger
than the value !1.24" deduced from neutron scattering6 at
1.6 K, the difference likely resulting from a combination of
thermal agitation and local variations in moment orientation
due to site disorder in NdCuGe.
C. Resistivity measurements
The electrical resistivity of NdCuGe depends on tem-
perature, as shown in Fig. 6. At higher temperatures, it be-
haves as does a normal metal, proportional to the tempera-
ture, and likely dominated by the electron-phonon
interaction. In an intermediate temperature range of
10–60 K, there is a downward concave form, a reduction in
scattering which may be attributed to CEF effects. At lower
FIG. 3. !Color online" Inverse magnetization for NdCuGe measured in a DC
field of 100 mT. Straight lines: Curie–Weiss fits with effective moments
3.16#B at low temperatures and 3.62#B at high temperatures, as labeled.
Solid curve: calculated result obtained using CEF-split levels. Inset: ex-
panded view at low temperature, with high-temperature Curie–Weiss fit
omitted for clarity.
FIG. 4. !Color online" Magnetization vs field up to 7 T for NdCuGe at
15 K. Solid curve: Brillouin-function fit for g and Jz as labeled.
FIG. 5. !Color online" Magnetization vs field up to 7 T for NdCuGe at 2 K.
Inset: fit yielding saturation moment shown.
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temperatures, there is a shallow minimum !see lower inset to
Fig. 6". The upturn is reminiscent of spin-glass behavior15
and may be related to the slow freeze-out of magnetic fluc-
tuations seen above TN in the heat capacity measurements.
This could be due to individual spins that do not order at TN
due to the random site disorder. Judging from the entropy
associated with this tail !Fig. 2", it is possible that as many as
10% of the spins are involved, although it is difficult to de-
termine this with any precision.We also observed a small
irreversibility in the field-cooled versus zero-field-cooled
magnetization curves in this range, below 20 K. Note that TN
is below the range of the resistivity measurements. The re-
sistivity at room temperature is about 260 #* cm. This is
large for a metallic system although still in the metallic
range. This may be due in part to a large electron-phonon
interaction, which is consistent with the large phonon-drag
term in thermopower !see below". The resistivity for
CeCuGe is also relatively large,4 with a room temperature
value approximately two times smaller than that of NdCuGe.
To analyze these data further, and assuming that Mat-
thiessen’s rule holds, we express the electrical resistivity in
terms of four major contributions,
+!T" = +0 + +ph!T" + +sf!T" + +CEF, !1"
where +0 is the residual resistivity, +ph is the lattice or pho-
non contribution, and +sf and +CEF are magnetic contributions
associated with electron-spin fluctuation scattering and spin-
dependent scattering between CEF-split levels, respectively.
For the phonon contribution, we used the Bloch–Gruneisen
!BG" equation,
+ph = +ph
0 + 4RT!T/'D"4J5!'D/T" , !2"
where 'D is the Debye temperature, J5!'D /T" is the Grü-
neisen function, R refers to the linear dependence at high
temperature, and +ph
0 is an additive constant which includes
the residual resistivity plus the other terms in Eq. !1", which
are changing at low temperatures. The solid curve in Fig. 6
shows the BG fit to the data. The fitting parameters R, +ph
0
,
and 'D are found to be 2.53 #* cm /K, 80 #* cm, and
242 K, respectively. The obtained value, 'D=242 K is very
close to the range of values, 'D=240–260 K obtained from
the heat capacity measurements over this temperature range.
We assume for the resistivity analysis that the Debye tem-
perature remains constant in the temperature range of
10–100 K and, hence, the temperature dependence of the
lattice resistivity16 is !+ph−+ph
0 ")!T /'D"5. This holds to an
accuracy of 0.1% at low temperatures.
Considering the magnetic contribution as the last two
terms in Eq. !1", +mag=+sf++CEF, +sf generally behaves17 as
AT2, while the spin-disorder term +CEF depends on crystal-
field-split level populations, which can give rise to further
temperature dependence18,19 for +mag. The latter is tempera-
ture independent at higher temperatures. For the theoretical
calculation, we used the following expression:18,19
+CEF!T" =
3,Nm
-e2EF
G2!g − 1"2 *
ms,ms!,i,i!
+ms!,i!,s! · J
!,ms,i-2pif ii!,
!3"
where ms and ms! are the conduction electron spins in the
initial and final states and the matrix elements join the local
moment and conduction electron systems. G is a parameter
related to the exchange coupling. The f ii! in the equation are
given by
f ii! =
2
1 + exp!− Eii!/kBT"
, !4"
where Eii! is the energy difference between Ei for state i and
Ei! for state i!. The probability pi that an electron is in state
i with the energy Ei is given by the Boltzmann relation
pi =
Ni
N
=
exp!− Ei/kBT"
* j exp!− Ej/kBT"
, !5"
with the sum taken over all CEF-split states. According to
the magnetic analysis, we used a ground-state doublet com-
posed of Jz=!5 /2 levels and the corresponding g value g
=8 /11. We found that a first excited !!,3 /2- ,! ,7 /2-" quar-
tet and a second excited a !!,1 /2- ,! ,9 /2-" quartet gave
good agreement with the data. This is the same level scheme
that provided good agreement for the temperature depen-
dence of the dc susceptibility. Using Eqs. !3"–!5", this leads
to the following expression:
+CEF =
3,Nm
-e2EF
G2!g − 1"2pi.6.25 + 14.5x + 23.625y
+ 18.5
x
x + 1
+ 16.5
xy
x + y/ , !6"
with x=exp!−(1 /T", y=exp!−(2 /T", pi=1 /1+2x+2y, (1 is
the spitting energy between the ground state and the lower
quartet, and (2 is the separation between the ground state
and the upper quartet. At temperatures comparable to (1 and
(2, in other words, as x→1 and y→1, the quantity inside
the parenthesis tends to the value of 61.875, which is
!5 /2"J!J+1" for J=9 /2 and pi=1 /5 so that the above equa-
tion in this limit becomes identical to the temperature inde-
pendent values of +CEF.
Subtracting +ph from the raw resistivity data, we fit
(+mag=+−+ph according to the above expressions, with the
four parameters (1, (2, A !the prefactor of +sf", and the pref-
FIG. 6. Electrical resistivity vs temperature. Continous curve: fit of BG
equation to high-temperature experimental data. Inset: expanded low-
temperature data, showing shallow minimum near 5.7 K; curve is guide to
the eye.
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actor of +CEF. To increase the accuracy and quality of fitting,
we used the temperature derivative of (+mag. Figure 7 shows
a plot of d(+mag /dT versus T, along with the fit !solid curve".
The best-fit values yield (1=65 K, (2=159 K, A
=0.00014 #* cm /K2, and +CEF
0
=28 #* cm, where the latter
is the T=0 value of Eq. !6", corresponding to x=y=0. Note
that, in principle, +CEF
0 should be included to +0 in Eq. !1";
however, since we fit to the derivative of the resistivity, the
nonmagnetic portion of +0 was not determined in this fit. A
very good fitting was obtained over the entire temperature
range where magnetic scattering dominates and the CEF
splittings obtained are in good agreement with the heat ca-
pacity analysis.
D. Thermoelectric power
The thermoelectric power !S" is of particular interest be-
cause of its sensitivity to variations of the density of states
near the Fermi energy. The temperature dependence of S is
plotted in Fig. 8. The general behavior is similar to what is
expected in metals, with a T3 behavior at low temperatures
indicative of a phonon-drag mechanism, changing to asymp-
totically linear behavior at high temperatures. The positive
sign for S at high temperature shows that hole conduction
dominates. This is in contrast to that of CeCuGe in which S
passes through a maximum at about 30 K and eventually
changes sign to negative at higher temperatures,4 with T2
behavior also observed in the range of 10–30 K, presumably
due to strong spin fluctuation effects.
For NdCuGe, the quantity S /T versus T2 is plotted in
Fig. 9. There are two distinct temperature regions, with a
cusp appearing between them at about T=40 K. The low-
temperature region, with S /T nearly linear in T2, follows the
standard behavior,20 S="T+%T3, with the first term an elec-
tronic diffusion contribution and the second typically associ-
ated with phonon drag. The coefficient % is in the range
observed for alloys.20 As for the high-temperature region,
above 140 K, ST versus T2 plot gives a linear fit as expected
for metals !inset of Fig. 8". The best fit according to the
classical behavior S=AT+B /T gives B=160 #V and A
=0.0334 #V /K2, with the positive sign for the latter con-
trasting the behavior of CeCuGe.4
The large difference between linear-T contributions for
NdCuGe and CeCuGe is surprising since the rare earth ex-
hibits the same 3+ valence for both materials, hence, the
electronic structures might be expected to be similar. We
deduce that the Fermi surface must be near a minimum or a
sharp feature in the density of states since large changes
result even for isoelectronic substitution. At intermediate
temperatures, CeCuGe exhibits a prominent peak4 in S!T",
while no peak is observed for NdCuGe. Extending the fitted
high-temperature line S=AT to low temperatures, the differ-
ence curve does exhibit a very broad maximum in the range
of 50–100 K, approximately ten times lower in peak magni-
tude than that of CeCuGe. Thus, the lack of obvious peak in
NdCuGe can be attributed to the large slope AT combined
with a relatively modest phonon-drag contribution, while the
larger feature in CeCuGe can be attributed to scattering from
CEF-split levels of the localized magnetic ions. For such a
mechanism,21,22 a prominent peak occurs at a temperature
somewhat smaller than the CEF splitting and is largest when
the resonant exchange scattering and elastic potential scatter-
ing terms are comparable in magnitude. NdCuGe exhibits an
exchange scattering term, which contributes to the resistivity,
as shown in Eq. !3". This term should also contribute to the
thermopower, although the exchange term will be consider-
ably smaller for Nd f levels that were further separated from
EF, as was established within the Anderson model.21 Thus,
the broadened feature in S!T" for NdCuGe near 50–100 K is
FIG. 7. Temperature derivative of electrical resistivity !+mag, with Bloch-
Gruneisen fit removed", plotted vs T, and theoretical curve based on CEF
model described in the text. Fitted CEF parameters are also illustrated, along
with fitted T2 coefficient A.
FIG. 8. Seebeck coefficient S vs T. Inset: ST vs T2 and fitted curve illus-
trating S=AT+B /T behavior at higher temperatures.
FIG. 9. S /T vs T for NdCuGe. Also shown: S="T+&T3 fit at lower tem-
peratures and fitting parameters.
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due to phonon drag possibly enhanced by scattering from
CEF-split levels. In CeCuGe, the latter term is significantly
larger, while the overall difference in S!T" for the two mate-
rials points to a narrow pseudogaplike feature in the density
of states.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out magnetization, magnetic suscepti-
bility, electrical resistivity, and thermoelectric power mea-
surements on NdCuGe. The magnetization is dominated by
Nd3+ ionic moments at high temperatures, while at low tem-
peratures, CEF splitting of the rare-earth levels comes into
play. With a combination of heat capacity, magnetization,
and resistivity, we obtained a consistent estimation of the
CEF splitting energies and show that the ground state is com-
posed of a Jz=!5 /2 doublet. Saturation measurements
show that the previously observed low-temperature magnetic
state is formed from this doublet. The resistivity could be fit
according to a model including spin-disorder scattering from
CEF-split levels, plus a spin fluctuation term !AT2", with the
coefficient A nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than
previously observed in isostructural CeCuGe. The near ab-
sence of the latter term in NdCuGe indicates that spin fluc-
tuation or e-e scattering is not significant in this material.
Similarly, the NdCuGe thermopower could be fit to classic
metallic behavior, with a much smaller CEF-scattering term
than for CeCuGe, indicating the Nd analog to behave as a
simple metal without the large spin fluctuation effects appar-
ent in CeCuGe. The high-temperature limits correspond to
different carrier types, pointing to a likely narrow pseudogap
in the density of states near EF.
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